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seeing this improve in the coming years. As we look
for a space for a second garden (p. 6), we are also
looking at the entire community of Oliver and the
needs of its residents. Is Oliver Park an ideal location
for a new hall/library/meeting space? Will the
Oliver Park arena remain as is or become a modern
facility with social resources housed within, like a
library, performing arts space, a social worker, etc.?
There’s lots to look at, examine, question and plan in
the coming few years.
If social advocacy is of interest to you, consider
running for a position on the board of directors of
OCL. The Annual General Meeting is Wed., April
20 at 7 pm (p. 6 for more details). Nominations are
ongoing and there are a number of open positions.
Anyone who is interested can inquire further at
info@olivercommunity.com.
Knowing that garden spaces in Oliver are so
limited, our Peace Garden Park director, Justin
Keats, is hosting two balcony gardening sessions on
April 10, starting at 3 pm at the hall (p. 6 for more
details). Come learn how to turn your balcony into
an oasis.
As always, the Oliver Community League
encourages residents to get an OCL membership,
get involved and help shape our community. Happy
Spring, everyone!

104 AVE

OCL

111 ST.

I

magine you are a newcomer to Canada (perhaps
you are) and have found an apartment in Oliver.
It’s not the least expensive you could find, but it’s
in a nice building surrounded by big trees, shopping,
transit and a nearby park for your children. You’re
settling into life in Canada and are finding your way
to nearby shops, but you require more support to
really feel comfortable. Where do you go?
Recently, a couple from India found themselves at
our community hall in search of help with settling
into their new Canadian lives. Residing in Oliver,
they were at a loss with finding a library. And the
settlement services seemed to be bus rides away.
Right now, anyone in Oliver who wants these
kinds of social supports will likely need to leave
Oliver to find them. The nearest library is Stanley
Milner. Many settlement services are located in the
Downtown, Boyle Street and Alberta Avenue areas.
Oliver is home to some 19,000 people—newcomers to Canada, students, seniors, families,
lower-income persons, wealthy persons, homeless
persons, etc. We are a small city within a city. Yet,
we have very few social services located within
the neighbourhood.
Oliver Community League is committed to

decl.org
info@decl.org
@declorg

112 ST.

Oliver Community League

DECL board of directors: Chris Buyze
(President), Ian O’Donnell (VP), Milap
Petigara (Treasurer), Jillian Gamez
(Secretary), Erin Duebel, Laurissa Kalinowsky,
Christie Lutsiak, Jarrett Mykytiuk, Lindsey
Trufyn and Chris Wudarck.

116 ST.

•

to do so is already allowed on Rice Howard Way,
but we’re advocating for it to be expanded to other
spaces like 104 St., or Downtown as a whole.
This month’s feature story embraces the notion
that “small is big” when it comes to encouraging
independent and diverse retail on our streets.
BuzzFeed Canada and The Walrus contributor
Nikki Wiart examines the cross-section of good
urban design and healthy local economies (p. 12).
Encouraging families to live Downtown means
having residences that permit all ages. If you’ve
had issues finding a home because you’re too
young or have children, we want to hear from you!
Be part of our initiative to encourage Alberta to
change the rules allowing adult-only buildings.
DECL is doing its part to create a sense of
community for young families. In addition to
our regular Urban Kids Board Game Night, Our
Urban Kids Playgroup for parents and tots ages
0–5 launches on March 7 at our community
space. Drop by to meet other families living
Downtown (p. 8 for more information).
Meet your neighbours and create community by
joining your Downtown Edmonton Community
League. Our Annual General Meeting will be
held on May 10. It’s the perfect time to learn more
about what we do, how you can get involved and
how you can help decide the future of our neighbourhood (p. 8 for more information).

118 ST.

trides have been made to turn Edmonton
into a terrific, people-friendly city yearround, like Nuit Blanche, the Winter City
strategy and guidelines, and in just a few years a
segregated bike network will transform Downtown
transportation. There’s so much happening right
now to make our neighbourhood more livable than
ever. Here are just a few:
• Spring is always primetime for shaking off the
winter grit, so if you want to help DECL “clean
slate” be a part of our Annual Spring Cleanup
on May 1 (p. 8). However, shouldn’t year-round
cleanliness be a priority? That’s why we’re
insisting the City provide street cleaning around
Downtown and on main arteries during winters,
too. Businesses, building-owners and residents
can do their part by keeping the exteriors of their
spaces as attractive as their interiors.
• Green spaces are great for gathering. They’re
also a bit of an oasis for us urban folk—our “living
room,” if you will. This summer will see the
long-anticipated construction of Alex Decoteau
Park begin in the Warehouse Campus Area. It’ll
be a much-needed respite and socializing space
for this historic part of our Downtown.
• The current jaywalking restrictions penalize
pedestrians for walking. This needs to change if
we want to encourage residents to adopt active
lifestyles. Allowing walkers to cross when it’s safe

JASPER AVE

DECL
100 AVE

What’s a Community League?
Community Leagues are unique to Edmonton.
They’re inclusive, grassroots, communitybased organizations found in each of this
city’s 150-plus neighbourhoods. They facilitate healthy, safe, informed and connected
communities by promoting participation in
recreation, social activities and civic advocacy
at the sidewalk level. They’re volunteer-run
and promote volunteerism because getting
involved is a great way to learn more about your
neighbourhood and city. It’s also a fantastic
opportunity to learn valuable professional skills,
meet your neighbours and have fun. Join the
movement today!

OCL board of directors: Lisa Brown
(President), Danny Hoyt (VP), Simon Yakulic
(Secretary), Leah Hilsenteger (Treasurer),
Curtis Boehm, Jarrett Campbell, James
Eastham, Justin Keats, Luwam Kiflemariam,
Rowan Kunitz, Dustin Martin, Marija Petrovic,
Erin Wright and Hossein Zahiri.
olivercommunity.com
info@olivercommunity.com
780-454-2450
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With out Clear-Cut Mortgage Rates, what you see is what you get. So whether
you’re looking for a new mortgage or refinancing the one you have, you don’t
have to know a guy to get the best rate. You just have to talk to us.

OFF

a complete pair of eyewear
CALL OR VISIT US ONLINE TO BOOK YOUR NEXT APPOINTMENT.

11208 - 104th Avenue | Edmonton, AB

780.474.8366

fyidoctors.com/edmonton-olivervillage
*Valid at Oliver Village Location only. Discount valid on the purchase of a complete
pair and with an eye exam only. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Discount
applies to product only. Expires June 30th, 2016. Some restrictions may apply.
®Aeroplan and the Aeroplan logo are registered trademarks of Aimia Canada Inc.

*

Call, email or stop by the branch today.
Tommy Kalita
Mortgage Specialist
780-490-9570
tkalita@atb.com
atb.com/clear-mortgage
™Trademarks of Alberta Treasury Branches.

WE ’RE C E L E BR AT I NG
10 YE ARS !
Visit our new wine cellar to
enjoy exciting new food!

Sofra.Authentic.Turkish.Cuisine

SOFRA_TURKISH_CUISINE

@SofraYEG

5-10 PM TUESDAY TO SUNDAY
10345 106 ST NW, EDMONTON • 780-423-3044

OCL

SPRING
EVENTS

MAR 6 & 20, APR 3 & 17

Abundant Communities
Hot Chocolate Social
In true Canadian spirit, with a
fire and steaming hot chocolate
to keep you warm, these outdoor
socials happen bi-weekly every
month all winter long. n 7pm,
Kitchener Park, 114 St. and
103 Ave.

MAR 14, APR 11, MAY 9

Civics Committee
This fully engaged committee
meets on the second Monday of
the month to discuss developments in Oliver. n 7pm, OCL Hall,
10326 118 St.

MAR 16, MAY 18

LOOKING FOR A NEW GARDEN
IN EDMONTON’S OLIVER AREA

A

s black dirt peeps through
melting ice and dormant
branches stretch upwards toward
the sun, gardeners are beginning to
envision what their flowerbeds and
vegetable patches might look like
come summer. But not all of those
gardeners will get to make their vision
a reality, as the limited garden space
in Oliver’s Peace Garden Park can
only provide plots to 87 residents.
But what is spring without hope?
Motivated by the success of Peace
Garden Park, Oliver’s most popular
community green-space, the OCL’s
garden director Justin Keats and
other members of the league are
on the lookout for a second garden
location in the neighbourhood’s
Grandin area. “The ideal space would
be a field or undeveloped lot, bordered

6
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with trees, and with a slice of sky that
is generally untouched by the shade of
highrises,” says Keats. “It’s a chance to
naturalize a concrete lot.”
The current waiting time for a plot
is two years. Another site, says Keats,
“would serve more individuals who
otherwise lack the space to garden.”
Cliff Balog, who’s planted in Peace
Garden from the start, in 2009,
agrees. “Having another garden in the
Oliver community will bring people
out of their condos and highrises
and develop a sense of belonging,” he
says. “Even those who don’t have plots
already come to talk to gardeners.”
A second garden space won’t come
easy: There are the issues of finding
a site, of purchasing the land and of
submitting a proposal to the City for
redevelopment. “A new space would
have to be facilitated by a new group of
volunteers who would step forward to
lead with the garden’s development,”
adds Keats, who’s currently trying to
source committed volunteers.
But for Hilda Sucre, all that work is

Drop-In BYOB(oard)
Games Night
Looking for friendly board
game competition? On the last
Wednesday of the month the OCL
hall is the place to be for board
game aficionados and novices
alike. Bring your board game
or try one of ours.  n 7pm, OCL
Hall, 10326 118 St.

THURSDAYS

Drop-In Basketball
Everyone is invited to drop in to
Grace Lutheran’s gym and play
basketball on Thursdays. All skills
and levels welcome. n 7pm, Grace
Lutheran Church, 9907 114 St.

Events and Programs
Committee
If you like event planning, this
is the committee for you.
n 6:30pm, OCL Hall, 10326 118 St.

APR 10

MAR 18, APR 15, MAY 20

APR 10

Walking Pub Crawl of Oliver
Meet with new and old friends
at the hall on every third Friday
of each month, before walking to
pre-determined locations to enjoy
the Oliver nightlife. n 8pm,
starts at OCL Hall, 10326 118 St.

Spreading the Peace

MAR 30, APR 27, MAY 25

MAR 19

Spring Potluck Saturday
Bring the whole family and
favourite dish and join league
members for a feast. n 5 pm,
OCL Hall, 10326 118 St.

MAR 20, APR 17, MAY 15

Ollie’s Treehouse Inclusive
Playgroup
Every third Sunday, come to the
hall to let your little ones run wild
and play with friends. Ollie’s is a
great place for parents to make
friends of their own. n 4pm, OCL
Hall, 10326 118 St.

worth the effort of building beautiful
neighbourhoods. “When you close
your eyes, it’s warm, peaceful, you
can hear the birds chirping, smell
the earth’s aroma, near the rose
beds you can smell their fragrance,”
says the avid Oliver gardener. “The
community really needs more garden
spaces, as there is always a waiting
list.”
Are you interested in helping start

Grandin Garden Meeting
Help us found another much
needed garden. n 12pm, OCL Hall,
10326 118 St.
Balcony Gardening Workshop
Join the league’s garden director
in an introduction to the basics
of balcony gardening. Entry is $5
and funds go to Peace Garden
Community Garden. n Two
sessions at 3–3:30pm or 3:45–
4:15pm, OCL Hall, 10326 118 St.

APR 15

Make Something Oliver Grant
Application Deadline
Have a great idea to make Oliver
great? Apply for our MSO grant
at olivercommunity.com.

APR 20

Annual General Meeting
Your chance to see what the
league has been up to over the
past year, review the 2015 financials and vote for the 2016–
2017 board of directors. n 7pm,
OCL Hall, 10326 118 St.

another much-needed garden? Join
other community members on April
10 (details above) to see how you can
help. —Jessica Barratt
How do community gardens build
citizens? Can they help new Canadians
with settling? Read an exclusive op-ed
by urban agriculture expert Jennifer
Cockrall-King on page 17.

FRONT YA RDS

Little Free Libraries
on the Move

T

From the Wreckage
M

any were shocked by the sudden
fiery demise of Oliver’s Leamington Mansions in October. Built
during the First World War, the brick
walk-up fell dormant in 2004, but
was set for a resurgence when one of
Canada’s biggest apartment managers
recently bought it and had almost
completed renovations. Sadly, it’s
gone forever. At least most of it. On
the morning following the blaze, Dan
Rose—a member of the OCL’s Civics

Committee and founding member of
Heritage Forward—worked diligently
alongside the demo crew to save its
stone entrance and name-plate from
the wrecking ball. “Keeping those
remnants around is pretty much all we
can do to preserve the memories that
shaped where we are today,” he says.
Rose is hopeful that the artifact will be
preserved by the City and landowner,
and eventually reused on another
building site. —JB

Fascinating Facts
About Your Backyard

I

n a city bound by startling growth,
it’s easy to forget the history right
beneath our feet. Luckily for Oliver
residents there’s The Life of a Neighbourhood: A History of Edmonton’s
Oliver District 1870–1950, writers
Lawrence Herzog and Shirley Lowe’s
2002 biography of the community’s
first post-Colonial 80 years. The
softcover, perfectly bound book
makes a gorgeous gift to yourself or
friends. Pick it up for just $10 at any
official OCL event at the community
hall. Here’s a sample of the countless
surprises within its 167 pages:
1. Edmonton General Hospital
was Canada’s first to have a fully
operable X-ray machine.
2. A man who was killed while
working on the High Level Bridge
was actually entombed in its northern-most pier.

wo years ago, former Oliver
resident Annalise Klingbeil was
enamoured by street-side newspaper
boxes filled with free books cropping
up in her hometown of Calgary,
and she sought to bring the global
movement to Edmonton under the
name Oliver Little Free Libraries.
With the help of the OCL, Klingbeil
wrangled 10 boxes, got local artists
or community members to give them
eye-catching makeovers, filled them
with donated books and watched it
take off—beyond Oliver.
Ritchie resident Debbie Forsyth
was inspired by the Oliver movement
and has since channelled her lifelong
love of reading into setting up eight
boxes in her south-side neighbourhood. Likewise, St. Albert’s selfdiagnosed “community-development
book junkie,” Angie Dedrick sourced
12 news-boxes from the Edmonton
Sun in spring 2014 to spread across
the suburb. Says Dedrick, “The Little
Libraries wake us up to community

and remind us of our desire for
connection, and maybe even give
us permission to open up to it.”
Klingbeil, who’s since returned to
Calgary, says, “At its core, the project
is a chance for Oliver’s residents to
get to know each other and build
community.” (Find a library near
you at tinyurl.com/OliverLFL) —JB

TOP CHOICE
AWARD WINNER FOR

BEST BBQ
RESTAURANT

EDMONTON 2015-2016ing

n
Award WQin!
BB

3. Oliver School used to house a miniature rifle range in its basement so
that the attending boys could get
target practice at playtime.
4. The gold ceramic used in some
of the mural illustrations in St.
Joseph’s Basilica was originally
meant to decorate lampposts in
Nuremburg during one of Adolf
Hitler’s many rallies.
5. Witnesses have confirmed that
almost 900 swimmers would
squeeze around Oliver Pool (originally “ West End Pool” ) at once to
beat the heat. —JB

CATERING | FOOD TRUCKS
10810 124 St NW, Edmonton
Phone: 587.521.6328(MEAT)
smokehousebbq.ca

A vision of J22, one of several
forthcoming rental apartments,
atop Planet Organic’s new home.
(Image: DIALOG)

Renters’ Revival

NEW APARTMENTS AND
SLOWED ECONOMY GIVE
RENTERS A RARE ADVANTAGE

A

partment-hunting in Downtown
used to feel like job-hunting. You
had to pound the pavement, make
repeat calls and offer up references
to make the cut. Over the last decade,
a large influx of migrants has driven
vacancy rates down and rental fees
way up, so with limited options rental
costs across Edmonton have nearly
doubled since 2005, to $1,259 for
a two-bedroom. But the tables are
finally turning in the renter’s favour.
In the last year, vacancy rates have
risen from 1.7 per cent to 4.2 per cent
and landlords are now offering all
kinds of incentives to anyone willing
to sign a one-year lease, including a
free month’s rent. Developers have

finally responded with new apartment buildings. Not only has this
freshened up the outmoded existing
stock, predominantly built in the
1960s and ’70s, but according to City
of Edmonton chief economist John
Rose, it’s resulting in a soft decline of
rental fees.
“We are near record levels,” he says,
pointing to the most recent Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation
rental market report showing that
more than 2,500 city-wide apartment
units were under construction last
year—double 2014’s already promising construction numbers. Many of
these new residences are in the core:
Mayfair Village North on 109 St., the
Hendrix tower and row-houses in
Oliver or the 10 storeys atop Planet
Organic’s new home. Even more are
proposed around MacEwan and the
Ice District. “The important thing

here is that a lot of it is dedicated
rental. They tend to be less expensive
than [repurposed rental] condos,” he
notes. “Dedicated rental is a factor in
preserving affordable housing.”
The waning economy is also a
help to renters; new workers tend to
ease into cities through rentals first
before homeownership, but with job
growth slowing in Edmonton, so too
is demand. This slope might give some
apartment developers cold feet, says
Jandip Deol, Colliers International
Canada’s associate vice-president
of multifamily. Towers that up until
now were likely to open as apartments
may, in the end, revert to condos. As
well, buildings built in the last decade
have the most vacancies, according to
the CMHC. Unsurprisingly, they’re
also about $450 more per month.
But Deol thinks the Downtown
apartment market will grow because
of its burgeoning amenities and
appeal to young professionals willing
to pay more for something they’ll
never own—so long as the finishes are
good as new. “A lot of people my age
understand the value of renting—cash
flow is king,” says the 31-year-old.
“Living Downtown and walking to
work, to the corner store for groceries,
is appealing. But you can still get up
and leave if you’re sick of the place, as
opposed to being forced to hold onto
your place because it’s not feasible to
sell today.” —Omar Mouallem

EVENTS
DECL SPRING
MAR 18, APR 15, MAY 20

Urban Kids Board Game Night
Our monthly children’s board
game night is where kids can play,
explore and make friends in their
neighbourhood. n 6–9pm, DECL
Community Space, 10042 103 St.

MAR 7, 28, APR 4, 18, MAY 2,
16, 30

NEW: Urban Kids Playgroup
It’s where downtown children
(0–5) play together and their
caregivers meet. n 10:30am, DECL
Community Space, 10042 103 St.

MAY 1

Spring Clean-Up
Our annual tidying, part of the
Capital City Clean-Up and River
Valley Clean-Up programs, is a
great way to help beautify the
neighbourhood and enjoy the
outdoors! Bring your “get dirty”
clothes and gloves; we’ll provide
cleaning supplies. n 10am, Meet at
DECL Space, 10042 103 St.

MAY 10

Annual General Meeting
We’ll discuss downtown issues
and the business of the league,
and hear updates from some of
our committees and partners,
with special presentations. DECL
memberships will be available at
the door for $5. n 6:45pm registration/7pm start, DECL Community
Space, 10042 103 St.

Volunteer of the Season:Sharon Yeo
League board, to take some old ideas
off the back burner.
She reflects to The Yards on the
initiatives she’s helped create and
build. —JB

L

ifelong Edmontonian Sharon
Yeo has been a volunteer for
almost as long as she’s called the city
home. But after years of managing
myriad community projects, this
social worker, food blogger and serial
volunteer is ready to take a step back
from some of her extracurricular
responsibilities, including the
Downtown Edmonton Community

8
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What was the best part of volunteering
with DECL?
“I helped with the events we put on,
such as the pancake breakfast and
Corn Fest in the fall, which was a great
way to connect with others who felt
passionately about where they lived.
It definitely helped me feel like a part
of the community.”
Many know you as co-founder of the
wildly popular food festival What the
Truck?!. How’d it get started?
“About five years ago my now-husband

Mack [Male] and I went to San Francisco to attend a food truck festival.
I remember thinking, ‘Why don’t we
have something like this in Edmonton?’
So we took a leap and tried to make it
happen here at home.
Our first event in 2011 had only
seven trucks. Last year, during our
biggest event yet at Telus Field, we had
about 30 trucks around the diamond,
while thousands of people played catch
or picnicked in the outfield. So many
have supported it that I’m able to step
away and watch the event flourish.”
Who helped you along the way?
“Honestly, I was not prepared for how
the people of Edmonton would open
their arms to my idea. I reached out to
the community leagues, which were

incredibly helpful in terms of attaining
space and licensing and other things I
was then unfamiliar with. They were the
reason I was able to make my vision a
successful reality.”
Now that you have fewer existing
commitments, what are you hoping
to do with your extra time?
“I still want to work on my blog, Only
Here for the Food. And I’m thinking of
revisiting my idea of managing a Night
Market in Chinatown, or updating a
website Mack and I put together a
couple of years ago called Blink.com,
which is a place where we’re trying to
re-imagine some of Edmonton’s empty
spaces.
But mostly, I’m planning all kinds of
peaceful summer walks!” •

FRONT YA RDS

AROUND
THECORE

GET OUT!
MAR 12

Parka Patio
Latitude 53’s fifth annual winter
soiree features installation art, local
DJs and a silent auction. With a
winning bid, you can take home a piece
of contemporary art for your own
walls. Where does the “parka” come in
handy? On the heated patio, of course.
This year the gallery has added youthfriendly programming before the
party starts. Tickets are $15. n 5–7pm
for minors, 8pm for 18+, Latitude 53,
10242 106 St., latitude53.org

MAY 21

Hip Hop in the Park
Break down and find your inner
emcee at this ninth annual free
outdoor festival for all things hip
hop—from graffiti writing to DJing,
rapping to beatboxing. The party
don’t stop till the sun drops. n 12pm,
Boyle Street Community Centre, 9538
103A Ave., boylestreet.org

ALL AGES
MAR 26

Easter Egg Hunt
Get cracking with this fun, free,
non-denominational egg hunt.

CREATIVE ENDEAVOURS

BY J E S S I C A B A R R A T T
@JESSICABARRATT

THURSDAYS

Studio Y Drop-in Workshops
These weekly after-school drop-ins
give teenagers the chance to hang
out and make art without adults
breathing over their shoulders.
Every week there’s a different theme.
Admission is $5. n 4pm, Art Gallery of
Alberta, youraga.ca

MAR 18–JUL 31

John Thomson Photo Exhibit
History buffs will appreciate John
Thomson’s photographs displayed at
the University of Alberta’s Museum

APR 13 & 21

Public Talks with
Connor Buchanan
Local artists are invited to the
Creative Practices Institute’s twoday presentation, where art curator
Connor Buchanan shares knowledge
on curation, arts administration
and how artists can make the best
of their talents in Edmonton’s
creative sector. n 6pm, Creative
Practices Institute, 10149 122 St.,
creativepracticesinstitute.com

MAR 26

Downtown Defrost
Embrace the cold—and the dance
floor—when things start heating up
during this outdoor electronic music
concert headlined by DJ Soup from
British Columbia. The free event is
presented by Night Vision, Wheelhouse Productions and Winter City
Edmonton. n Churchill Square,
downtowndefrost.com

APR 1–3

City Market Downtown

Warm-up begins at 10am with
children’s activities, followed by a
quick snack, before under-12 kids can
ambush the area for painted eggs and
cool prizes. n Christ Church, 12116 102
Ave., christchurchedmonton.org

Farewell to Winter Patio Party
Cozy up with your friends outside at
participating restaurants, pubs, coffee
shops and bars all across Edmonton.
Call it an early start to the summer
patio season or one last hurrah for
winter. Venues will celebrate with
toasty drink specials served under an
open sky and fleece blankets in case
they’re not toasty enough. n Locations
listed at exploreedmonton.com

Baby Playgroup
Free up your arms while you relax
with friends and neighbours.
n 11am, Christ Church, 12116 102 Ave.,
christchurchedmonton.org

SATURDAYS STARTING MAY 21

MAR 29–APR 1

City Market Downtown
Find out why one National Geographic
writer called this outdoor farmers
market the best in the world when it
returns to the 4th Street Promenade.
n 104 St. and Jasper Ave.,
city-market.ca

GET YOUR EVENT ON THIS PAGE

If you’re organizing a gathering in
the core, we want to hear from you.
Email editor@theyardsyeg.ca with
the time, date and place, and a few
bullet points on what readers can
expect. (Not all submissions will be
included.)

WEDNESDAYS

Spring Break Starts Here
Until they’re old enough to pay their
way to Cancun, take your kids to the
Stanley Milner Library for a spring
break staycation. Families learn
and perform songs together, make
crafts, draw and hear stories inside
the children’s library. n Stanley Milner
Library, epl.ca

SATURDAYS

Saturday Open Studio
The Art Gallery of Alberta’s weekly
drop-in sessions invite children
to paint, sculpt, draw and design.
Children 6–12 are welcome. Admission is $15 and includes all material
costs. n 1pm, AGA, youraga.ca

AGA Saturday Open Studio

Margaret Atwood

Gallery downtown. In the first-ever
exhibit dedicated to the late Scottish
pioneer and geographer’s works, the
images depict the monuments and
unfamiliar landscapes of 19th century
China. Admission by donation.
n Enterprise Square, 10230 Jasper Ave.,
museums.ualberta.ca

MAR 29–APR 1

MaKey MaKey Fun
Release your inner inventor with
a gizmo called a MaKey MaKey.
This electronic “invention kit” lets
you hack computers with everyday
objects. Turn a banana into a piano
and playdough into game controllers—or whatever else you might
dream up. The workshop is free.
n 2pm, Stanley Milner Library, epl.ca

APR 7

Margaret Atwood
Who better for the Canadian
Literature Centre to invite for its
10th annual Kreisel Lecture than
the country’s best-known author?
Tickets for Atwood’s lecture on the
1960s CanLit golden era start at
$20. n 7:30pm, Winspear Centre,
abclc.ca

SHOWTIME!
SUNDAYS

Free Weekly Ballroom
Dance Lessons
Join “Mr. Dam” in the Boyle Street
Community Centre’s Willow Room
for an afternoon of ballroom dancing.
It’s free, so what’ve you got to lose?
n 1pm, Boyle Street Community Centre,
9538 103A Ave., boylestreet.org

MAR 17–19

Bust ’Em Up Burlesque
Edmonton’s own Send in the Girls
Burlesque company presents this
little known story of the Forty
Elephants, a jazz-dazed girl gang in
1920s London. It’s true crime meets
striptease. Tickets start at $22. n The
Club at Citadel Theatre, 9828 101A Ave.,
citadeltheatre.com

MAR 29

Wintersleep
Shake off the snow with this Junowinning indie rock group. They’re
sure to zap your winter blues into
oblivion, so come for the thaw. Tickets
are $20. n 8pm, Starlite Room, 10030
102 St., starliteroom.ca
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AROUND
THE MOVE
DOWNTOWN

A young family
advertises itself for
the perfect Oliver home

HOUSE HOUNDING

Reverse
Prospecting
C

aitlin McElhone and Scott
Jendruck needed a place
big enough for two home
businesses and a new baby, but they
weren’t willing to sacrifice their
cherished stretch of Oliver on 98 Ave.
The solution? Advertise themselves as
model community members.
“We are very lifestyle-focused,”
says Caitlin, the creative force behind
CM Events planning. “Because of that
determination, we were incredibly
passionate and stubborn about
staying here.”
Ten years ago, the young couple
had fallen in love with the neighbourhood’s easy access to shops,
transit and the river. They rented
a two-bedroom private suite until
the condo board of the adult-only
building learned Caitlin was pregnant
with their son Mason in early 2014.
They persuaded the board to let them
stay until Mason was born, but with
time dwindling and her belly swelling
they had to get creative or get off their
favourite street.
The young couple, married in 2009,
printed a stack of flyers featuring
their engagement photo and a blurb
highlighting their commitment to
a well-maintained home, as well as
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their passion for living and raising a
family downtown. They posted the
ads on the community boards of their
favourite buildings in the hopes that
someone might consider parting with
their home. “We scavenged the area,”
she says.
This method of reverse prospecting is also how they found the
condo rental they were being forced
to leave. But there were far more
obstacles now: The need for more
square footage redirected their search
from apartments to townhouses,
thereby narrowing their options
down to a single six-unit, multi-storey
complex on 111 St. and 98 Ave., just
one block away. Unsure whether any
of them were rental investments, the
parents-to-be were willing to also
become homeowners if it meant their
family could grow free of a landlord’s
changing whims.
They stuffed flyers into each
mailbox and waited. After six
months of persuading Bob and Diane
Brayman to sell them their home,
Caitlin and Scott signed the purchase
documents within days of Mason’s
October birth. The Braymans were
already considering a post-retirement
move to Kelowna and were pleased
to have passed their home to people
that’ll cherish it equally. “They were a

BY J Y L L I A N PA R K

JYLLIAN.PARK@ GMAIL.COM

lovely young couple that just loved the
area,” says Bob. “It made us feel better
that somebody would appreciate the
area and home.”
The 2,200-sq.-ft. row-house is
nearly twice the size of their previous
home and a welcome improvement
for the family. Best of all, nobody’s
breathing down their necks about
age-restricting bylaws. “We feel very
privileged that Mason will grow up in
a life where he gets to walk places and
experience the city.” •

MEDIAN SELLING PRICE
NOV 2015 – JAN 2016
Oliver: $250,667
($-5,566 from Nov–Jan ’15)
• Difference from listing price:
-$21,299
• Days on market: 60
(+9 from Nov–Jan ’15)

Downtown: $329,916
($+118 from Nov–Jan ’15)

• Difference from listing price:
-$14,050
• Days on market: 69
(+11 from Nov–Jan ’15)
P R OVIDE D B Y R E A LTO R S ®
A S S O CIATIO N O F E DM O NTO N

For first-time homeowners Caitlin
and Scott, securing the dream
home in their ideal location was all
about research, persistence and a
little sweat-equity. “It’s great being
downtown with your family,” says
Caitlin. “It’s safe and awesome, but
you have to be really stubborn and
really creative to make it happen.”
Here’s more of her wisdom:
Know Your Neighbours: “Get to
know the people that might live
in the buildings or the homes that
you are interested in, especially
if they’re older and have been
there for a long time. They are also
passionate about their property,
and they want to know that it is
going to someone that will take care
of the home and keep its integrity.”
Don’t Give Up: “If you’d like to stay
urban and central it’s absolutely
possible, but it requires some extra
fighting and passion. The three
Grandin places that we have lived
in weren’t listed on renters’ sites or
MLS; they were all found by being
a little bit creative and building
relationships with people. That way
you can find something that’s a
good fit.”
Offset Your Costs: “People assume
living downtown is expensive, so
they immediately write it off. It’s
important to weigh the pros and
cons. You could pay more for a
property, but less if you have one
car or no car at all. You’re saving
on things like gym passes because
your lifestyle’s more active. We
always argue that we may have paid
more for our house, but our cost of
living is lower than our friends’ in
communities further away.”

Life can be a little lonely in the
big city but you’re not alone.
For support call:
Community Resources CMHA: 211

mutual trust and understanding,
“weWith
pride ourselves on being able to tailor
our resources to suit our clients’ needs.
”

AHS 24 Hour Mental Health Help Line: 1-877-303-2642
CMHA 24 Hour Distress Line: 780-482-HELP (4357)
Individual & Family Well Being, City of Edmonton:

shouriebhatia.com | 780.438.5281 | info@shouriebhatia.com

780-496-4777
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Law
Day
La Journée du droit

Access to Justice
L’Accès à la Justice

Saturday, April 16, 2016 | 9:30am - 3:30pm
Edmonton Law Courts | 1A Sir Winston Churchill Square

www.lawdayalberta.com
Follow us on Twitter @L awDayAlberta

Dial-a-Lawyer: Ask your legal question for free!
Saturday, April 16 (10am - 5pm)
Toll Free: 1-888-644-8950

Small
Why
small retail
matters

usan forsey has two babies, and
like any good mother, she pretends she
doesn’t have a favourite. But she does.
“You’re supposed to love all your kids
equally, but this is my baby and I would
have been happy with this,” she says, voice hushed,
finger pointed at a reclaimed wood table in the
corner of Cask & Barrel.
She and Wayne Jones, her partner in life and
business, opened the 1,300-sq.-ft. bar in 2012 with
the intent of providing good beer, wine and scotch
to an older and refined crowd. When it first opened
in the Confederation Building on 104 St., Forsey was
there every day, open to close. But nowadays, Cask’s
bigger sister Rocky Mountain Icehouse gets most of
her attention.
Nearly three times Cask’s size, the restaurant
in the Jasper Block building one street northwest
opened in July 2015 and Forsey calls it the colicky
one of the two. “It’s way easier to open up a smaller
place, and make sure it’s successful, than a bigger
one,” says Forsey, who, like Jones, has 20-plus years
in hospitality behind her. “This place could do the
same amount of sales that [Icehouse] could do with
half the staff.”

12
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In Edmonton’s core, where bigger appears to be
better—bigger arena, bigger museum, bigger university—smaller isn’t just surviving; it’s thriving. Yet
our streets don’t provide enough of these fine-grain,
hole-in-the-wall businesses that let people like
Forsey and Jones take a risk, succeed, then grow.
Anyone who’s walked Toronto, Montreal or a great
number of cities’ downtown streets knows the sight
of a trail of sandwich boards—each one indicating
another small business. On one side of one block you
could enter and exit a dozen doors. The store bays
are long and narrow. Their owners, usually behind
a counter.
“You need to have a lot of really great small retail
bays to have small business,” says Ian O’Donnell, vice president of the Downtown Edmonton
Community League. “That’s something we’ve been
challenged by, because we’ve moved or redeveloped
a lot of the older sites that Toronto, Vancouver,
Montreal have retained.”
There is, however, a movement afoot to rewrite
this in the core, and Lisa Baroldi, co-founder of the
urban networking vehicle Designing Downtown,
can point to the cause: “You’ve got really creative
entrepreneurs pushing developers in different
directions and making demands to do different
things,” says the Oliver resident.

BY N I K K I W I A R T
@ NIKKIWIART

The Icon Towers on 104 St., developed by
Langham Developments Ltd., are good examples
of that push, what with those residential towers’
podiums playing host to a variety of small retailers
and restaurants. Soon Langham’s Fox Towers will
repeat this exactly one block north. More offices and
towers along 124 St. and Jasper Ave. are being built
or retrofitted with small storefronts, but our core
still lags behind most other cities’, to say nothing of
the small bays available on Whyte Ave. just across
the river. But if the dozens of cranes reaching over
the skyline mean anything, it’s that big change is
possible.
developers have their reasons for going “big.”
Big tenants usually bring with them an established
clientele and financial stability, plus having one
large tenant instead of many small tenants is
easier to manage. “It’s more difficult for mom and
pop shops to provide a background and history
and demonstrated financials than, say, a 7/11 or an
Earl’s,” says O’Donnell. “So landlords will typically
prefer to have a brand name.”
Eric Slatter is a leasing agent with Colliers

l

is
big
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International who’s worked on tenant agreements
for commercial bays both small and big, new and
old. Although the tendency for developers is to try
securing large companies with predictable profits,
he says carving out smaller retail makes financial
sense for them. “If it’s a 3,000-sq.-ft. space, it limits
how many tenants can use [it],” he says. “If you can
divide that into three 1,000 sq.-ft. units, you would
be able to charge a premium on each one of those
square feet.”
But tripling the tenants could also triple the
headaches, which is why many developers continue
to develop sizeable spaces to attract tenants with
sizeable reputations. Even then, it doesn’t always
work out. Slatter points to the still vacant Sobeys on
104 St., kitty-corner to Cask & Barrel, which closed
in the summer of 2014, seven years into a 10-year
lease. “All your eggs are in one basket in that sense,”
says Slatter, who represents the landowner.
At nearly 20,000 sq. ft., the former Sobeys
could fit 14 pubs the size of Cask. And while Cask is
comparatively small, seating 77, when placed on the
“small scale” it’s a monster. You could fit two TziN
Wine & Tapas into Cask. And at least three Coffee

AT NEARLY 20,000 SQ. FT.,
THE FORMER SOBEYS COULD
FIT 14 CASK & BARRELS. BUT
YOU COULD FIT TWO TZIN
WINE & TAPAS INTO ONE CASK.
AND AT LEAST THREE COFFEE
BUREAUS. IT JUST DEPENDS ON
HOW YOU DEFINE SMALL.
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starting a business, even one the
size of a closet, isn’t easy. There are
macro-hoops that micro-entrepreneurs have to jump through.
First, you need to find a space,
which isn’t as easy as it looks. Nate
Box, for instance, searched for
two years before opening his first of
five businesses, Elm Cafe, on 195 sq. ft.
inside the base of an Oliver apartment. And
then there’s the bureaucratic process
of meeting building code and zoning
regulations. Coffee Bureau, for
example, was expected to have
a barrier-free bathroom, even
though it would take up one-fifth
of the cafe. That’s because Bureau
seats 10 people. If, in the future,
owners wanted to add more seats,
they’d have to also add another
bathroom, a physical impossibility.
“We’re always asking developers to
install small bays in new buildings when
we’re discussing their rezoning
applications, but there’s no guarantee that’ll happen,” says Oliver
Community League president Lisa
Brown. “It’s market-driven. So,
at the very least, we need the City
of Edmonton to minimize other
barriers to establishing small businesses, such as parking minimums.”
O:
GR
EM
Zoning bylaws regulating the
PZ / F
L ICK R
number of parking stalls a business
must have in order to open have caused many
well-publicized delays for businesses, especially
outside of Downtown proper, which has reduced
parking requirements. The well-intentioned rule is
supposed to accommodate commuter customers,
but as public transit use grows and the inner city
becomes more of a place to live (or a “lifestyle,” as
Baroldi calls it), they’re becoming irrelevant. A pilot
project will relax the rules in Oliver, on 124 St. and
on Whyte Ave., but some would-be business owners
would prefer none at all. Slatter, who worked on the
109 St. deal with the owners of the Common, says
the fact that the restaurant and club had no parking
stalls wasn’t a deterrent. The owners said they
didn’t even need any—and if the line-ups outside
the bar on a Friday night are any indication, they
were right.
The City of Edmonton is open to relaxing rules
to encourage more small business in our neighbourhoods. But, says Peter Ohm, branch manager
of urban planning and sustainable development,
fundamental to these potential changes is population density. “That’s key in having a foundation that
gets people to support smaller businesses,” he says.
“Smaller businesses aren’t going to come to an area
if there aren’t people there to shop.”
PH

Bureaus. It just depends on how you define small.
Small can mean a farmers’ market stall or a food
truck. In fact the city’s thriving food truck scene
might have as much to do with a lack of appropriately sized commercial spaces as it does with the
Food Network. As urbanist and The Happy City
author Charles Montgomery said on a recent visit to
Edmonton, “Food trucks are great, but they’re like
an indicator species that says, ‘Yeah, you screwed
that up’.” His point is that Edmonton has failed to
offer small-scale restaurants space in the first place.
And that’s unfortunate because the smaller an
entrepreneur starts the more room they have to
grow. “And people who get that right,” says Baroldi,
“they’re going to be incredibly successful.”
Just ask Annie Parent. She started out selling
handmade terrariums at the City Market
Downtown. When it was time to leave her work
in the pharmaceuticals industry and set up her
dream gift shop, Habitat Etc., the 34-year-old chose
a 550-sq.-ft. former office in 104 St.’s McKenny
building, not just because it was close to the market
but because of its size. She could have rented something larger for the same price on a different street
but, she says, “the challenge is finding a small space
to start. The hardest thing in retail is having such
large overhead in the beginning.”

Now a year into business, she has opened up the
walled-off storage room to accommodate the
growing number of customers interested
in craft workshops.

Growing Up and Out
The Bar: The Common
Neighbourhood: Oliver
First Opened: 2009
Initial Size: 1,400 sq. ft.
New Size: 4,500 sq. ft., grew to
8,000 with basement addition
“The challenge was that it was just
too small right from the get go.”
—Kyla Kazeil, co-owner
The Bakery: Duchess Bakeshop
Neighbourhood: Westmount
First Opened: 2009
Initial Size: 1,600 sq. ft.
New Size: grew to 4,500 sq. ft.
with neighbouring bays, later added
an additional 14,000 sq. ft. location
in Queen Mary Park
“We wanted a space we could
actually grow into, not grow out of.”
—Garner Beggs, co-owner

The Barber: Barber Ha
Neighbourhood: Strathcona
First Opened: 2011
Initial Size: 500 sq. ft.
New Size: 1,800 sq. ft.
“Initially we were really sad to have
to move because we loved how
intimate that space was, but in the
end, it worked out for the best.”
—Linda Ha, owner
In 2010, city council adopted a plan to revitalize
the core through a series of catalyst projects and
public investment, including attracting more residential development. According to the 2014 census,
the combined population in Downtown and Oliver
was sitting around 32,000 people. That’s up about
5,000 from 2008. With about a dozen residential
towers proposed or in development, the population will only swell, which, in turn, could drive
developers to carve out small spaces for the basic
amenities their tenants will come to expect.
And that’s what makes Cask & Barrel successful,
says Forsey. With its bar that easily takes up
one-third of the entire square footage, Cask offers
something big can’t: friendly familiarity. “I have
customers that have been coming here for three
years, and they’re my friends,” says Forsey, just
moments after Ian O’Donnell enters and is greeted
by name. “It’s almost like Cheers, right?” •
Nikki Wiart has contributed to The Walrus,
Avenue Magazine and BuzzFeed Canada. She
was a recipient of a 2015 CJF Aboriginal Journalism
fellowship and is currently completing her Masters
of Journalism at Carleton University.
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Chief Concerns
Is it time for Edmonton to appoint a chief planner?

E

dmonton has a lot of plans. Big ones. Blatchford, the Ice District, the Quarters—to say
nothing of the constant outward growth,
the inward growth alone means the city will look
very different in less than a generation. Other major
urban centres that’ve implemented projects far
smaller in scale have relied on urban advocates in
the form of a “chief planner” to communicate and
maintain overall vision. The city’s been without
one since Noel Dant in the 1950s and ’60s. Recent
changes within Edmonton’s civil service structure
may include creating a position of this type, but will
it be an advocate for good urban form?
Like a chief medical officer is to our provincial
leaders, explains Bill Freeman, author of The New
Urban Agenda, “[a chief planner] has a responsibility
to give their best professional advice to the public
and the politicians.”
Municipal planners overly consider developers’
plans, says Freeman, often leading to poor alignment with larger neighbourhood plans or affordable
housing needs. A chief urban planner, however,
considers the broadest view with all the components of city-making, from how people move to how
neighbourhoods form. A chief planner’s primarily
accountable to the expertise and ethics of their field,
rather than the politics of an environment.
“Many politicians don’t want this because they
think it’s a competition for the attention of the
public,” says Brent Toderian, the City of Vancouver’s
former chief planner. Now a national consultant,
he says the position is critical to overcoming the
fractured thinking of individual departments
within a city governance structure. For instance,
sustainable development and transportation are,
obviously, intertwined, yet until a recent shakeup
in Edmonton these departments were overseen
separately.
Calgary’s chief urban planner Rollin Stanley,
Toronto’s Jennifer Keesmaat and Toderian himself
are often held up as Canadian examples of what
a strong chief planner can accomplish. Toderian
took on the task of defining and implementing
an “EcoDensity” plan, which, after hundreds of
meetings, created a dramatic change to Vancouver’s planning process by prioritizing the environmental benefits of densification. This achievement
is not viewed favourably by all, and many believe
it contributed to Toderian being fired when the
political climate changed. Toderian’s adherence to
the planning philosophy behind EcoDensity over
political climate is an example of what can make a
chief planner controversial.
Or take Keesmaat. Her social media following
is massive and she regularly blogs or pens op-eds
because she has public outreach responsibilities.
But her adherence to urban form over political
expediency created conflict with Toronto mayor
John Tory over the Gardiner Expressway. While
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BY S A M A N T H A P OW E R
@SAMANTHA_POWER

he advocated an expansion of the expressway,
Keesmaat advocated demolishing it. Her position
wasn’t popular with Torontonians, but that is often
the case with chief planners; they exist to shoulder
the blame for tough but necessary decisions.
The expressway fallout was so great it led to
speculation Tory would replace her. “Keesmaat has
been more cautious since,” says Freeman. “That
is unfortunate.” Freeman believes that despite
controversy, Keesmaat’s interpretation of the
role as an advocate is the correct one. “She speaks
directly to the public. ... This is a welcome development that has helped the public understand the
issues before them.”
Considering the natural resistance the general
public has to change, it’s perhaps unsurprising
that Keesmaat and her counterparts have all been
labelled troublemakers. But imagine a similar
apolitical advocate for Edmonton. Would 104 Ave.
comprise so many suburban power centres? Would
the Metro LRT have been better planned?
“The success of a chief planner depends less
on the position and more on the person,” says
Toderian. While he’s often asked to describe the
best city structure to support a chief planner, he
says it’s more about that person’s ability to navigate
the internal structure and collate the various
departments’ ideas into action.
Their positions as defined on an organizational
chart are not markedly different from the position
of top planners in other municipalities. Peter Ohm,
who as branch manager of urban planning and
environment, is Edmonton’s most senior planner.
However, Ohm reports not to the city manager but
to Gary Klassen, the GM of Sustainable Development, where issues of zoning, housing, land-use and
environment are managed, who in turn is hiring a
new “lead urban designer” who will report to Ohm.
Who will advocate best planning practices to the
public or our elected officials? Klassen, Ohm or the
top urban designer?
Klassen says Ohm is in a position similar to
the chief urban planner and “[the designer] will
translate the policy and frameworks into what we
see on the street.” Ohm has had a low public profile
up to this point, with no social media presence and
a quiet voice in the news, but stronger internal and
public communication is part of his re-envisioned
job. With this renewed focus and all of the major
upcoming projects, Ohm’s public profile and
accountability will have to strengthen in order to
achieve the clout of his counterparts. It’s not just
about having another senior manager; someone
should be the face of urbanism, infill, density and
walkability across Edmonton. But most of all, says
Toderian, “the follow through is the key.”•
Editor’s note: Shortly before press time, Peter Ohm
was officially named Chief Planner.
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Growing Together
How community gardens build better citizens

I

’ll never forget the bitterly cold November night
in 2008 when I traipsed off to city hall to a
public hearing of an early version of the 30-year
municipal development plan, The Way We Grow.
Despite a broad grassroots lobby, there was neither
mention of a food policy nor a food security agenda
for Edmonton. A speaker that night cautioned that it
was like a home renovation plan that did away with
the kitchen. I was just one of the 550 people who
crowded the council chambers and overflow rooms
that evening. I was in my late 30s, and this was my
first citizen act of activism.
At first, my interest in urban agriculture was
focused on how much and what types of food could
grow in cities. I soon learned, however, that urban
farms, backyard chickens, rooftop beehives and
community gardens are about so much more than
the food they produce. Streets come back to life.
Families emerge from their homes. Strangers
become friends while discussing tomatoes and
basil. What begins as an impulse to get our hands in
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Existing services outfit them with winterready apparel and aide with the transition to a
new country, new cultural mix and new careers.
Yet studies show it can take up to 10 years before
Canadian immigrants feel truly “at home” and able
to participate socially and contribute economically.
Even then, it is often the Canadian-born generation
that has the agency and confidence for the kinds of
intercultural exchanges that we pride ourselves on.
This is often true of community gardens. The
coveted spots are snapped up by citizens who feel
entitled and sure of their place here. Yet, we all know
the power of food to help us express our identity,
and perhaps soothe the aches of adjustment from
missing home to making our way in a new one.
There’s a community garden project in Vancouver’s downtown peninsula called the Downtown
Intercultural Gardeners Society, or DIGS. It

WHAT BEGINS AS AN IMPULSE TO GET OUR HANDS IN THE
DIRT AND GROW A FEW STRAWBERRIES ENDS UP AS AN
ACCESSIBLE AND EFFECTIVE TOOL FOR CITIZENS TO CHANGE
THE LOOK, FEEL AND SMELL OF OUR NEIGHBOURHOODS.
the dirt and grow a few strawberries ends up as an
accessible and effective tool for citizens to change
the look, feel and smell of our neighbourhoods.
When you build a city on rich, deep soil—as we
did and are still doing in Edmonton—it’s no surprise
that gardens spring up. Urban gardening is just
so (pardon the pun) shovel-ready that it seems
to constantly reinvent itself based on the needs
of the community. Early settling Chinese market
gardeners grew crops in the rich alluvial soil of
the river valley, as did Scottish-born Donald Ross
even before Edmonton was a city. Wartime food
shortages led to a flourishing of some 4,000 “vacant
lot” plots rented out to locals each year—let alone
the food gardens being grown in private yards in
the city of 100,000 people. Community gardening
roared back to existence in the 2000s when our
global supply-chain food seemed starved of flavour,
freshness and nutrition. There are now some 90
community gardens in the Capital Region, and plots
are still in demand.
So what’s the current need in our city that
growing green beans and rosemary can help fix?
Right now, I’m particularly interested in how
community gardens can help with newcomers.

Where’s my nearest community garden?

• Peace Garden Park (10259 120 St.)
• Our Urban Eden Garden (9910 Bellamy
Hill Rd.)
• COMING SOON: Alex Decoteau Park (105 St.
& 102 Ave.; if you’re interested in joining the
garden committee email info@decl.org)

reserves 40 percent of its plots for gardeners
born outside Canada, a statistic that reflects the
demographics of the inner-city neighbourhoods
around it. Sign-up sheets and gardeners guides are
printed in Mandarin, Spanish, Russian and Farsi.
The garden’s rules also require each gardener to
take in sessions on intercultural communications, diversity and antiracism training. Similarly,
Toronto has a community food nonprofit called The
Stop. One of its gardens has eight plots planted with
foods from the city’s eight most populous ethnicities. Elders from these cultural communities do
the teaching and directing; youth do the digging,
weeding and heavy lifting. These intergenerational
teams garden, socialize and cook together.
There’s a gardening technique known as
“companion planting.” If you plant thyme near
strawberries, they get plumper and grow more
quickly. Beans fix nitrogen in dirt, which corn
then greedily takes up, making it more robust and
productive. It’s a savvy gardener’s way of making
the whole greater than the sum of its parts. What
if Edmonton also created community gardens that
were not just accessible, but had places reserved for
our newest citizens—a type of companion gardening,
if you will? Not only might it help them feel at home
sooner, but we’d get to know one another over
conversations around the global unifier that is food.
I for one am looking forward to a few more flavours
added to our city’s culinary smorgasbord. •
Jennifer Cockrall-King is the author of Food and the
City: Urban Agriculture and the New Food Revolution. She lives in Oliver and the Okanagan.

Dear Neighbour,
Do you LOVEPIZZA?
So do we!
Come say hi,
introduce yourself,
get to know us.
We would LOVE to
make you a PIZZA.
(maybe have a beer
or some wine too)
Deal?
New. Local.
Eat in. Take out

.
10196 109 Street www.lovepizza.ca

Due for a dental check-up?

Complete dental care services
Friendly staff

Call today

to schedule an appointment.

780–423–1930

General Dentists
Dr. Joseph R. Lizotte, Dr. Hai Nguyen and Dr. Wesley R. Carlson
201, 10503 Jasper Ave, Edmonton
admin@2th.com • www.2th.com • Parking Fees reimbursed.

Bring this advertisement with you and we will
enter your name in a draw for a Phillips Sonicare
Toothbrush. (Retail Value $150.00)
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YOU ARE
HERE

Well over 100 packed Christ Church for the City of
Edmonton’s Imagine Jasper workshop to help reshape
the thoroughfare into a main street (Nov. 25/15)

Douglas “Dollars” and Vedran Skopac at The Yards Best in
the Core party (Dec. 2/15)

Richard Hung and Valerie Dovell take advantage of Edmonton Ski Club’s free equipment
rentals for OCL members (Jan. 20/16)

Steamwhistle ambassador “Sheriff”
Ben Taylor at The Yards Best in the Core
(Dec. 2/15)
The Yards marketer and event planner
Sona Chavda and North 53 owner Kevin
Cam at Best in the Core (Dec. 2/15)
Danny Hot and Brandon Campbell at
the Oliver Pub Crawl (Feb. 18/16)

Tim Querengesser and Andrew Williams at the Oliver Pub
Crawl (Feb. 18/16)
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From Left: Pia Ravi, Jenna Lee Williams
and Andrea Raylor at the Oliver Pub Crawl
(Feb. 18/16)

Oliver residents Eric Domond and Shereen
Zink (Dec. 2/15)

Credo Coffee co-owner Geoff Linden, Ayaki Shiga and Ikki
Izakaya owner Ayumi Ishikawa at The Yards Best in the
Core (Dec. 2/15)

The Edmonton-Centre Consstuency
Oﬃce is here for you!
We're here to:
• Provide informaaon and answer quessons
about provincial programs and services
• Support and parrcipate in community events
• Talk about what maaers to you

David Shepherd
MLA Edmonton-Centre

10208 – 112 street | 780-414-0743
edmonton.centre@assembly.ab.ca
• Child-friendly
• Fully accessible
• Service in English & French
• Public Hours: Monday to Friday, 12:00 – 5:00 pm

Earn a Service Industry
Skills certificate

in as little as 3 days

Step Forward

This part-time program is designed to
get students working quickly and
provides training in five specializations:
•
•
•
•
•

Guest Services Relations Host
Server/Host/Suite Attendant
Concession Worker
Ticket Takers/Ushers
Housekeepers

Register today
780.644.6480
norquest.ca/hospitality
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HOME MARKETING SYSTEM

YES - Business news is VERY negative.
Not, For Us, Our Proven
Business Model Keeps Sales Booming!
THIS MEANS GETTING YOUR HOME SOLD!

FREE - RIGHT PRICE ANALYSIS
Find out your equity today!

WHY US

Call Elisse Moreno at 587.400.SOLD(7653)
or visit us online at HomeTribe.ca
Local & International Advertising
Exclusive E-Harmony Home Match
Local & International Buyers
Unique Property Funding Sources
Find Every Home For Sale At HomeTribe.ca

587.400.SOLD(7653)

